Harvest Hunt Detective’s Challenge

In the Modern Gallery you’ll find a cabinet that is entirely covered with harvest bounty. Find the pair of pears to be a Harvest Hunt champion!
Explore the Glass Collection Galleries to find glass related to the harvest season. Read the clues and match the picture to the correct piece of glass. The map on the back will help you find your way from the Romans glass gallery to the Modern glass gallery.

Hint: Sometimes the picture is just a detail on the glass object.

1. The Romans drank wine made from grapes. Can you find a bottle that has that shape?

2. Behind the Venetian case you’re invited to the feast. You’ll need to shine some light on a mechanical piece.

3. Some birds use the forest as a hiding place. Find this bird on a white 18th Century European vase.

4. In the European Gallery look high and low for a plum, Germany is the place where this is from.

5. Walk through European to find Asian Glass that’s much adored. Can you find a vase that’s shaped like a gourd?

6. To see grapes from the vine and leaves from the trees, explore American Glass and you’ll find lots of these.

7. The Crystal City Gallery is next, find the Practice Tumbler and pick the design you like best.

8. In the Modern Gallery you’ll find Emile Gallé. He loved nature, by the way.